




Achieving the maximum performance for the lowest cost and 

environmental impact is the goal for construction 

professionals the world over. 

We believe the key is maintaining a balance in the 

successful interaction and harmony of building cornerstones:  

Aesthetics - Functionality - Performance. 

We are building physics, simulation and sustainability 

specialists, working in all spheres of the built environment 

using thermal simulation and modelling techniques to add 

value to your construction project - Our work covers the 

entire building lifecycle, from the first drop of architect's ink 

through buildings with decades of use. 

At whatever stage of your project and whatever questions are 

being posed; ZED has a team of engineers, modellers and 

sustainability professionals ready and waiting to answer them. 

“Whether designing, constructing, owning or operating..... 

………..we want our buildings to perform” 



Building performance never happens by accident. Thinking about performance must begin at the 

very inception of a building project and the right balance must be struck between the three main 

measures of aesthetics, functionality and performance. 

As an industry we aspire to create a world full of ultra-high-performance buildings. However, as 

creative people, we do not want to live and work in a series of efficient linear boxes. The key is an 

all encompassing construction strategy spanning all disciplines with performance analysis bringing 

everything together to create inspiring, sustainable, low energy developments. 

During Inception & Concept stages, we use composite real-time modelling software to give instant 

feedback on the most critical of design decisions to get them right quickly first time either for a 

single room, a single building or even a whole town or city. 

Knowing at the outset which indices have major impacts on your project and getting these right will 

ensure a smooth ride throughout the procurement of your scheme. Equally, knowing which 

measures do not have a great impact will allow maximum flexibility to channel value back through 

the project. 

Many variables are analysed over the course of a building project, the most common being; 

interrogation of building envelope performance and insulation, glazing performance and elevation 

ratios, evaluation of natural ventilation strategies and openings, plant space allocation and 

servicing strategies, simulation of the effects of building mounted and external shading and testing 

the application of renewable energy and low carbon systems. 

BUILDING PERFORMANCE AND CONCEPT  





Do you need to analyse particularly localised conditions accurately? Dynamic simulation 

modelling (DSM) operates on a zone principle, each room typically being represented by a zone. 

The results tell us the average conditions across that zone, great for general purpose energy and 

code modelling but not as useful when we need to ensure no part of a room goes above a threshold 

temperature and that’s where CFD comes in. 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) provides a holistic understanding of heat flows, flow rates and 

the temperature distribution within a zone at any instant. It does this by splitting each room into 

hundreds of thousands of cells that interact with each other. 

This gives a definitive set of expected conditions and allows us to test a whole range of options so 

that we can design the most effective & appropriate HVAC solutions. 

 

CFD is also applied externally to predict the impact of the wind environment over the whole of a 

development and its surroundings. Buildings, especially tall structures, play a major role in 

determining airflow patterns and velocities at pedestrian level, thus evaluating and understanding 

their impact is an essential piece of the jigsaw.  

If you have a critical process or specific local parameters that cannot be exceeded, CFD will provide 

certainty that your environmental treatment systems will perform the way they have been 

designed. 

DETAILED & COMPLEX PROBLEM SOLVING 



Sample Analysis - Investigation of Industrial Ventilation Strategy Sample Analysis - Validation of Hot Aisle / Cold Aisle Server Room 

Sample Analysis - Stratification Study: Food Manufacture 



There are many ‘compliance’ boxes to tick when building a building. This can be a headache for 

most, but streamlining the process is what we do every day. 

We take the worry out of Code and Regulatory Compliance, keeping tabs on the decisions made 

throughout the construction phases so that there are no nasty surprises at completion. The 

building will be handed over to the client on time, with the right Environmental rating and a fully 

completed & audited information file. 

We ensure that natural & mechanical ventilation systems are robustly designed and detailed with 

the right openings and control systems. This ensures the correct airflows are delivered to each 

space and ASHRAE 62.1 compliance is assured. 

With the continued deployment of lightweight building solutions, overheating internal spaces can 

be a real concern. Since thermal comfort is key to productivity in schools, homes & workplaces 

alike, we can ensure the building design delivers thermal comfort using any number of measuring 

indices whether for general peace of mind or to provide evidence for BREEAM or LEED 

assessments. 

Sustainable building is something we actively embrace. Since we are BREEAM assessors as well as  

thermal modelling engineers, we can provide accurate, relevant evidence for many credits, 

including daylighting, thermal comfort, passive engineering, climate change modelling and LZC 

studies. With us you are in expert hands. 

COMPLIANCE & CERTIFICATION 



COMPLIANCE & CERTIFICATION 



We are an SLCE group company and therefore have access to the expertise of one of the countries 

largest pool of highly skilled mechanical, electrical and public health engineers with varying 

specialisms as well as commissioning managers and BIM engineers based both in the UK and 

overseas. As a group, we offer unrivalled ‘real world’, practical advice for what is commercially 

achievable. 

We are licensed BREEAM assessors and accredited professionals. We can deliver even the most 

challenging schemes  and  have many years of experience hitting target ratings, time after time. 

We operate web-based evidence-gathering platforms to easily track your provided and outstanding 

evidence. We do all the legwork needed to provide sample and template evidence tailored to each 

specific project and targeted credit. 

Our modelling engineers are certified in LEED energy modelling using the ASHRAE Performance 

Rating Method and can also undertake daylighting studies for climate based or more traditional 

daylight factor methods. 

Whatever you commission us to provide, you can be assured we will apply our broad expertise and 

experience from across our group to each and every task. 

COLLABORATION  





COMMISSIONS 

“”Zero Energy Design have a really refreshing approach to construction, they think about everything 
holistically & harmoniously. Not only have they saved us money on our project, but we’ll continue 
saving for years to come. 

Estates Director, UK University 

“”Without the guidance and hands-on nature of the team at ZED, our BREEAM rating would have 
been in jeopardy...thanks guys! 

Project Manager, National Contractor 

“”The advice given to us on a very complex subject was conveyed really clearly and 
comprehensively to all members of the design team which made the client presentations a breeze. 
We got a fabulous end product as a result of your hard work. 

Contracts Director, Major MEP Contractor 



SOLAR INNOVATION CENTRE, DUBAI  

ZED were commissioned by US 

consultant Ted Jacob Engineering 

Group for full thermal modelling duties 

on the landmark Solar Innovation 

Centre being constructed for Dubai 

Electricity & Water Authority. 

The inspiring Architecture by Kettle 

Collective uses the conceptual shape of 

the roof & wall structures to provide 

excellent levels of both shade and 

natural light. 

The building has targeted LEED-

Platinum certification upon completion. 

ZED provided all load, dynamic plant 

s iz ing,  energy mode l l ing  and 

daylighting assessments to assist with 

the MEP design and LEED submission  



ARABIAN RANCHES DEVELOPMENT, DUBAI  

As part of the multidisciplinary team for 

this mixed use development in Arabian 

Ranches, ZED were responsible for 

undertaking all early stage energy and 

modelling concepts on behalf of the 

MEP consultant. 

The development is Core & Shell with 

future uses as yet undetermined but to 

include retail, food outlets, health clubs 

and general community amenities. 

It was important therefore to develop a 

strategy which afforded the developer 

ultimate flexibility with building and site 

massing. 

The buildings were also analysed for 

shading and natural daylight. 



THE BUTTERFLY,  UK  

The Butterfly is the design vision of the 

chairman of one of the UK’s foremost 

packaging companies and will form part 

of  their new production base in the 

North of England. This shall consist of a 

200k ft² factory, iconic office building 

and visitor centre. 

ZED were appointed to produce a 

campus energy masterplan, identifying 

opportunities to harness process heat 

to utilise elsewhere within the 

development. 

The implemented strategies are to 

include a process water heat recovery / 

heat sink condenser circuit, water 

driven heat pumps and a 1MW 

photovoltaic array. 



CLOSE CONTROL PHARMA WAREHOUSE, COPENHAGEN  

The project, situated in Copenhagen, 

Denmark, was implemented to store & 

distribute pharmaceuticals. The storage 

requirements have strict control 

parameters in terms of temperature, 

humidity and rates of change. 

ZED evaluated a number of HVAC 

servicing strategies for the cooling and 

dehumidification of this 10,000m² 16m 

high portal structured facility in order 

to determine optimal cost for the client. 

We also conducted a fine mesh CFD 

analysis to ascertain air ingress through 

the loading bay doors as well as an air 

distribution model to identify any hot or 

cold spots and areas of stagnant air 

within the product racking. 



WATERMARK PLACE, LONDON 

Watermark Place is an iconic London 

address situated in the financial district 

by the side of the River Thames. 

The building provides over 50,000m² of 

flexible high quality office space over 

12 storeys and includes 3 atriums 

allowing natural light to permeate 

throughout. 

The building was awarded a BREEAM 

rating of Excellent upon completion. 

Zero Energy Design provided full 

service modelling duties for the project 

which included energy & load 

modelling, daylight optimisation 

studies, thermal comfort and Building 

Regulation compliance.  



HAMAD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, DOHA 

Zero Energy Design conducted a 

number of daylight, reflection and 

shading studies for numerous buildings 

at Qatar’s main transport hub. 

Main considerations were for the 

excellent distribution of natural light 

whilst also minimising solar gain and 

the right balance of light transmission, 

shading and solar transmission needed 

to be struck when selecting materials. 

Equally as important was the light 

reflected back from the structures not 

impeding or causing obstruction to the 

flight path and extensive annual 

daylighting simulations were conducted 

to assist with the safe design of the 

buildings. 
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